WAX & STRIPPERS
First Base

FIR04CR

4L

FIR20CR

20 L

TUC04CR

4L

CLARION25-4

1 GAL.

CLARION25

5 GAL.

CASTLEGUARD1

1 GAL.

CASTLEGUARD5

5 GAL.

CIRENE

1 GAL.

DYN32CR

1L

DYN04CR

4L

DYN20CR

20 L

Clinging gel sticks to vertical surfaces. Increased
strenght for heavy buildup. Easy rinsing/non filming.

BASE

23 OZ.

For your toughest stripping assignments. Liquefies

JUGGERNAUT

1 GAL.

JUGGERNAUT5

5 GAL NS

RIPSAW1

1 GAL.

RIPSAW5

5 GAL.

EQUITY

1 QT.

Non-removable floor sealer.

Tuff Cote

Creates a new standard in floor care by combining an
unequaled level of environmental preference with
performance, which surpasses conventional floor finish
technology. Excels with all maintenance systems: scrub and
recoat, spray buff or burnish. You'll get a tough, black-mark
resistant shine with no powdering. No sealer is required on
resilient flooring, even after heavy stripping. 3000-4000 sq ft
coverage.

Clarion 25

Clarion 25 High Solids/Metal Interlock Floor Finish maintains
its high gloss with minimal maintenance. Clarion 25 is an
extremely durable floor finish that is ideal when you have
limited equipment or manpower for a buffing program. It is
versatile and you may apply it to all porous floors.

Castelguard High
Solids Metal Interlock
Floor Finish

Specifically formulated to counter the high labor costs
associated with hard floor care. It is non-yellowing and nonpowdering, which extends your strip cycles and saves labor
hours. Castleguard is extremely durable and resists scuff
marks. Your floors will look great month after month, even
with extremely heavy traffic. No sealer required.

Cirene Concrete and
Terrazzo Sealer/Finish

Formulated to protect floors under the heaviest traffic conditions,
Cirene water-based sealer provides incredible adhesion for your
concrete and terrazzo floors. It helps to prevent dusting, pitting and
crumbling caused by harsh cleaners with its tough, wear resistant
surface. Cirene is easy to apply and dries fast, providing major labor
savings. This combination sealer/finish gives concrete and terrazzo
a high-luster, slip-resistant, long-wearing surface while retaining the
natural beauty of your floor. Cirene is easy to maintain since the
most minute pores are sealed, which assists in preventing dust, dirt,
grease, and water from entering your floor.

Dyna Strip Heavy Duty Highly concentrated low foam floor finish remover.

Base Hit Baseboard
Stripping Gel

Juggernaut Cold Water heavy burnished finishes and sealers. Juggernaut
has a mild and pleasant fragrance. Use Juggernaut
Stripper
on all of your hard floor surfaces.

Ripsaw Floor Stripper

Equity Spray Restorer
for
Buffing and
Burnishing

RipSaw is Buckeye’s fast-acting, power stripper.
RipSaw cuts through your floor finish buildup, and
makes the labor intensive task of stripping easier and
more manageable. You'll get the job done quicker by
reducing the dwell time required, while still removing
finish and sealer in one application.
Ready-to-use spray restorer designed to deep clean
your floor finish by lifting embedded soils to the
surface that are removed by the floor pad. Equity
removes black heel marks, tar, scuffs, etc. without
being aggressive on floor finish.

